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BACKGROUND ON THIS PROJECT
In the spring of 2018 I put together a proposal for an independent
study on the topic of what I called “direct action housing.” My aim
was to study the activism of 20th century housing history — the
various forms of collective struggles to deﬁne, control, secure, and
open up new possibilities, imaginations and horizons of and for
housing — in NYC through the historical and archival records left
behind. I also wanted the opportunity to think more broadly about
the role of and for the home, its various intersections with other
social movements, and in the broader struggles for the right to the
city. Overall, this was apart of a larger (perhaps even implicit) aim to
develop a theoretical framework, historical context and case for an
urban politics of inhabiting situated within (and situating) social
reproduction and the everyday life of the city.
Over the last year, I’ve thought broadly on the topic of housing and
home within the city: what it means, how it’s constructed and
contested, the processes of transformation and the forces at play.
I’ve also simultaneously thought about the documentation and
preservation of history and narratives: layers of stories, the
counter-histories, their relationship to the dominant historical record
and ongoing current struggles. Overall my interest has been
uncovering moments when housing struggles became more than
just a defensive impulse, but grounded in real needs and collective
actions, opened up new possibilities and became a means of a
broader transformations and experimentations in social
relationships, collective/self-determination and autonomy (eg new
forms of living). In this sense, it represents not just a ﬁght for the right
to housing, but the right to actively (re)deﬁne housing and what
home in the city really means. This became a conceptual exploration
of the multi-scalar relationship between the struggle to make home
in the city and to make the city home through the lens of direct
action.
For me, exploring this history is not necessarily as a linear or
“practical” pursuit, but as a practice that provides a more rooted
theory of change and perspective that can open up possibilities and
reinterpretations going forward. As Margaret Kohn writes in her
book Radical Space, “The past does not provide formulas for the

future, but it can supply reference points for the present. Theory is
the mechanism through which sediments of past struggles over
power and interpretation can transcend their immediate context to
illuminate new conjunctures.”
With that in my mind, my aim is to bring together and examine
various forms of housing struggles under the umbrella of “direct
action” and connect the real political dimensions that they share:
collective action, confronting proﬁt-based housing, and mobilizing
intersecting issues and identities. Overall this is about situating
housing within a larger context of people power, democracy, social
justice and the right to the city. These struggles represent and
illustrate the contested processes and labor of “making home” in the
city through particular time periods and intersections with the labor
movement, feminism, racial justice and more. Ultimately these
practices point to the horizon of housing both as a right and as a tool
for contesting existing systems of oppression and building new and
alternative forms of social relations based on mutual aid, solidarity
and the commons.

METHODS
As part of my independent study, I was particularly interested in
exploring archival methodologies. This involved visiting the
Taminenent Archive at NYU on multiple occasions and in particular
exploring the Metropolitan Council on Housing and the Squatters
collection. I also visited the City’s Municipal Archives, reviewing some
of the collection of curated news, and the Interference to explore
their own collection related to their We Won’t Move exhibit from
2015. I also visited the NYPL ﬁlm archive in Manhattan to learn about
their work and the Herstory Lesbian History archive in Park Slope to
explore the history of women and housing issues. These archives
provided a way of seeing the everyday labor and narratives directly
produced in the documents from their respectives times.
Supplementing this archival research, I also read some of the key
texts on housing history in New York City, which provided a dense
and in-depth account of the social, political and economic context of
the city over the last century. History around something
simultaneously so material and immaterial as housing has an
interesting contradiction of being both “concrete” (actively reﬂected
in legacies of the built environment) while also intimate, informal,
and often overlooked. This is especially relevant as it is a key site of
social reproduction and invisibilized labor. Because housing spans
across both the personal, familial and familiar as well as the global,
abstract and systemic — across scales of the material as well as the
social — I was interested in uncovering the overlooked and
alternative (feminist) histories: the ordinary, everyday and lived
dimensions of people’s activism and struggles that might get lost in
the traditional grand narratives of history.
This is particularly relevant when focusing on the deeper underlying
issues that deﬁne and shape what housing means over time and as
part of an ongoing struggle. As Silvia Federci writes: “Obliviousness
to the past renders meaningless the world in which we move, strips
the spaces in which we live of any signiﬁcance, as we forget at what
cost we tread the ground we walk upon and whose histories are
inscribed in the stones, ﬁelds, and buildings that surround us…
History is our collective memory, our extended body connecting us to
a vast expanse of struggles that give meaning and power to our
political practice.” These histories not only have shaped where

we are today, but they illustrate underlying power dynamics and
systemic root causes of capitalist urban development as well as the
possibilities of alternative urban visions. Following the work of
Vasudevan, the aim of this research methodology is “to reveal the
conditions — the counter-archive of practices, sentiments, and
stories” and the “living geographies” that point to the potential and
promise of the city.
While there was a wealth of information and some really amazing
materials -- both in the archives and within the deep dives into NYC
housing history produced by Richard Lawson, Putnam and others,
one of my biggest takeaways was that there is such a rich tradition
here that seems like is not always so well known in the general
public consciousness. One of the things that I particularly found to
be an engaging “hook” for this research, was to think about how
people in these moments were also recording and distributing their
own narratives and stories and presenting a “living” account of
these events as they unfolded. One of the most engaging forms of
this was through the medium of ﬁlm. Especially in the late 1960s and
70s, ﬁlm became much more accessible and various groups and
individuals took it up as an activist tool. This is particularly illustrated
by Third World Newsreel, which has an amazing collection of
archival activist ﬁlmmaker footage as well as an ongoing mission to
preserve and uplift these kinds of narratives. For me, this became an
especially important part of my archival research as I looked for
these community histories “hiding” literally in plain sight and then
attempted to (re)activate them through public screenings and
discussions and connecting them to bigger themes and ongoing
issues.
To that end, I curated and hosted a series of four housing history
movie nights covering particular decades and diﬀerent strategies
and forms of “direct action housing.” This ranged from a
documentary about the mid-century union-built cooperative housing
eﬀorts to the activist campaigns around squatting in the 70s and
80s, focusing on Loisaida in the 1970s in particular. This involved
researching and ﬁnding a selection of appropriate ﬁlms and
connecting them to larger conversations and particular issues
related to the broader project of Direct Action Housing. Using the
historical context of the ﬁlm as a starting point, each event had an
open discussion to address a more holistic and interdisciplinary

perspective on housing and the deeper conceptual dimensions of
making home in the city. This was also an opportunity to explore and
reﬁne my broader theoretical foundations, perspective and
framework and engage more people in dialogue around the
relevance of these ﬁlms and history today.
Analyzing these historical examples as they relate to direct action,
particularly focusing on using archival methodologies and ﬁlm
documentaries to hear directly from those involved, provides a way
of connecting and exploring the rich possibilities, intersections and
signiﬁcance of practices of collective action around housing. They
illustrate the embodied process of radical interventions on dominant
structures and ideologies of property in the city and point to the
re-imagining and restructuring of forms of everyday life and material
and social relationships. In a very visual and engaging way, these
ﬁlm archives connect the personal and the political and highlight the
often overlooked labor and narrative of ongoing community
struggles throughout history.

INTRODUCTION
Taking archival ﬁlm and documentation as a starting point, this
project dives into the history of tenant-led housing struggles in New
York City with a particular focus on highlighting key moments and
case studies when housing activism opened up new political
imaginations, intersections and possibilities in the city.
Using the framework of “direct action,” this research seeks to
showcase how the wide range of intersectional practices of tenant
organizing and activism in the 20th century points to the potential of
housing as an arena in which to contest, negotiate, intervene on, and
build power. Bridging across scales, this housing activism intersects
with and uplifts practices of everyday life, opening up new spaces
and possibilities for social forms and relationships to the city.
As the rallying cries and slogans of housing activists – such as “Las
revolucion empieza en casa” (“The revolution starts at home”) and
“Signiﬁca una esperanza para una mejor vida” (“It means a hope for
a better life”) – demonstrate, housing is deeply intertwined with
people’s social and material relationships with and within the city.
Beyond a material need and physical form, housing and most
particularly “home” represents a set of social relationships and
ideological constructs that connect to various identities. While
housing can often be a defensive ﬁght, there are also moments
when it has been a spark to propel a much larger and transformative
demand. It’s intersectionality within and across issues, scales and
movements has made it powerful.

The focus of this research is to investigate, assemble and situate
these housing histories so as to thread together these often
seemingly disparate undertakings within a common framework of
“direct action housing ” – one that actively challenges the
supremacy of housing commodiﬁcation and private property
ownership and points to the potential of housing as both a goal and
as a means to advance broader ideals of social justice and the right

to the city. Perhaps more than anything else, these housing struggles
illustrate and illuminate the various collective practices and politics of
making home in the city, often under some of the most inhospitable
conditions.
While many have traditionally looked at the factory as the site of
radical political struggle and now increasingly the public square, I
argue that the home is also a critical site of resistance. The home
occupies a place of signiﬁcant symbolic and narrative value. Rather
than embodying static values and hierarchies often leveraged by
conservative ideologies (emphasizing the “individual,” family, etc), I
believe it represents an overlooked site of struggle. As it connects
the personal and everyday to larger systems and structures and as
both a material and social space, it provides a key point of
intersection, spatial strategy, and leverage point for broader social
movements. I hope to demonstrate that housing is a particularly
unique “primary” site in which to see not only where issues of power
are manifested and produced, but can also be contested and
shaped. This research seeks to uplift and highlight the role of and for
the home in struggles for the city and liberation through particular
time periods and intersections of labor activism, feminism, racial
justice and more. As a billions of dollar industry as well as one of the
most intimate spaces of our everyday experiences, housing — and
more particularly our homes — need to be politicized as an important
site of resistance, (radical) social reproduction and broader
transformation. This is particularly pressing as “housing and the
forms of life of its inhabitants become the locus of capitalist
exploitation and commodiﬁcation today.”
In this research, the history of housing and tenant activism in NYC,
particularly as seen through ﬁlm archives, ground broader theoretical
reﬂections and analysis around housing and home in the city —
namely about social and spatial relations and power dynamics,
across scales from the personal to the global. Because of the
multi-dimensional, intersectional and embedded nature of housing,
these struggles are uniquely situated in regards to larger questions
of our right to the city, grassroots democracy and particularly various
socio-spatial dynamics. Taking a feminist lens, this research aims to
uplift and center the political dimensions of home and inhabiting,
which are too often overlooked as a core and perhaps even deﬁning
component of an urban politics, and point to broader theoretical
horizon of an urban (housing) commons.

DIRECT ACTION HOUSING ON FILM —
A 2019 EVENT SERIES:
This series of housing history ﬁlms was a starting point and catalyst
to think about the role of and for the home in struggles for the city
and liberation — struggles to make home (reﬂecting broader
practices of social reproduction) through particular time periods and
intersections of the labor movement, feminism, racial justice, and
more.
While many diﬀerent kinds of organizing were happening and
diﬀerent tactics and strategies used, I aim to document how they
share an impulse and aspiration of a broader and transformational
claim and practice which I situate within the framework of “direct
action housing.” Housing can often be a defensive ﬁght, but there
are also moments when it has been a spark to propel a much larger
and transformative demand. It’s intersectionality within and across
issues, scales and movements has made it powerful. These housing
histories documented in the following ﬁlms aim to show the ways in
which people have been articulating, enacting and mobilizing the
intersectional values of and for the home in broader struggles for
social justice in NYC throughout the 20th century.

Using the overarching framework of “direct action,” this ﬁlm series
dives into the history of tenant-led housing struggles in New York
City with a particular focus on highlighting key moments and case
studies when housing activism opened up new political
imaginations, intersections and possibilities in the city.
“Loisaida": Assembling together a variety of short archival
and documentary ﬁlms, this movie and discussion night
provided a glimpse into 1970s NYC and the community and
housing activists ﬁghting for "Loisaida" and the Lower East
Side.
Squatting ! Screening archival footage documenting housing
activism through squatting in Philadelphia in the 1980s and
NYC in the 1970s, we learned about the context for various
direct action strategies of housing activism.
1970s Feminist Occupations Assembling together a variety
of short archival ﬁlms under the theme of "Feminist
Occupations," this movie and discussion night event
highlighted the often overlooked history of feminist direct
action and spatial interventions in 1970s NYC and beyond.
At Home in Utopia: This documentary told the story of the
union-built cooperative houses in the Bronx in the 1920s and
"bears witness to an epic social experiment, following two
generations of residents and their commitment to radical
ideas of racial equality and rights for tenants and workers."

Housing History Film Night: "Loisaida"
Join us for a movie night and discussion exploring the history of
housing activism (on ﬁlm) in NYC! Assembling together a variety of
short archival and documentary ﬁlms, this movie and discussion
night will provide a glimpse into 1970s NYC and the community and
housing activists ﬁghting for "Loisaida" and the Lower East Side.
FILMS:
●

Heart of Loisaida (1979), 30 min, directed by Beni Matias and
Marci Reaven. Documents the housing struggles faced by
Latino residents of New York's Lower East side, who take
over their own buildings after they have been abandoned by
their landlords.

●

Viva Loisaida (1978), 43 minutes, Marlis Momber. Depicts the
"before gentriﬁcation occurrences" in Lower East Side in the
Fall of October, 1978 with Chino Garcia & Bimbo Rivas:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SHCLQzHH344

It will be followed by the opportunity to informally reﬂect, share and
discuss as a group. The broader aim of this event is to uplift these
histories to facilitate a collective conversation around the
signiﬁcance and strategies of these actions/histories, particularly in
the context of today's continued hyper speculation, gentriﬁcation
and displacement.

Loisaida
ANALYSIS
Assembling together a variety of short archival and documentary
ﬁlms, this movie and discussion night provided a glimpse into the
late 1970s NYC and the community and housing activists ﬁghting for
"Loisaida." Hosted at the Museum of Reclaimed Urban Space, we
watched two ﬁlms, the Heart of Loisaida (1979) and Viva Loisaida
(1978), which both show the social, economic and cultural context of
the Lower East Side. As Nandini Bagchee writes, “In cities across the
country, in the 1970’s, the devaluation of property created a vacuum
of ownership. Vacant lots, storefronts, schoolhouses, factories and
abandoned tenements in New York City became havens for
experimental, communal practices.” Perhaps nowhere was this more
true than on the Lower East Side.
Directed by a photographer who moved from Berlin in 1975 and
would end up spending her whole life on the Lower East Side, Viva
Loisaida provides a freeform everyday perspective on the city, in all
of its complexity and contradictions. She notes in an interview that
she links her memories and images of post war Germany with the
burnt out and abandoned East Village of the time, but at the same
time that “there was also vitality and community on those blocks.”
She felt that residents found “inspiration amid the emptiness.” The
ﬁlm documents the physical environment, social life, political
organizations and people of the predominantly Puerto Rican
neighborhood and the cultural diversity and creativity that grew from
it. Many of the residents were immigrants and artists making a new
life and squatters taking over and maintaining the buildings
themselves. Compared to the Lower East Side today, it seems to
convey a whole diﬀerent world of Manhattan as people struggled to
get by in a context of disinvestment and decay, yet also creativity
and resourcefulness. The ﬁlm documents the community murals and
art of the neighborhood as well as the cultural expressions and
practices of the community and includes reﬂections from people in
the neighborhood too.
Relatedly, the Heart of Loisaida also takes the neighborhood as its
point of focus, but focuses particularly on the housing struggles
faced by the Latino residents of the area and the ways in which they
were responding by taking over their own buildings from their
absentee landlords. Directed by ﬁlmmakers with more activist

Loisaida
aﬃliations, it provides a more focused narrative around the obstacles
and possibilities for the residents of Loisaida and the
social, political and economic landscape of the time. Yet also
explores the personal dimensions of this as it hears directly from
those involved and they share their experiences and what this
process looks like and means to them.
The Neighborhood
While housing is a central concern in both — and they show both the
terrible existing conditions and the potential around collective
rebuilding and rehabilitation — the bigger picture of the activism and
organizing that was happening was really a focus on community and
self-determination, particularly at the scale of the neighborhood.
Their eﬀorts documented in the ﬁlms include cleaning out
abandoned lots and creating community spaces with raised bed
gardens as well as creating the many community murals. These
eﬀorts were about building community in the face of disinvestment
and abandonment and exploring new models of self suﬃciency —
seen in piloting their own food growing in abandoned lots and
setting up decentralized energy generation on their rooftops — as
well as social, cultural and artistic forms of community creation and
identity. This can even be seen in the name given to the
neighborhood. “Loisida” came from the fusion of Spanish and
English and reﬂected the particular identity of place that they were
creating together. As Valsudevan notes, squatting tactics “oﬀered an
opportunity to become a squatter, to explore new identities and
diﬀerent intimacies, to experience and share feelings and to
organize and live collectively...to quite literally build an alternative
world. As a site of historic and ongoing immigration, and with limited
material resources available, this was particularly salient as it was up
to the community to provide for itself, often in creative ways.
In taking over and repairing buildings, people had to form tenant
associations and work together and also learned to operate as a
collective; they were modeling a larger project and realization of the
ideas of the self-help movement in the neighborhood and beyond.
The “Adopt-A-Building” organization provided tenant assistance and
trainings as well as around energy conservation, job training and
neighborhood planning: “Helping spur the rehabilitation of
abandoned neighboring buildings and the 11th st movement of

Loisaida
alternative energy initiatives, Adopt-A-Building led the way through
its politically active community organization that advocated for
tenant housing development, and management for the Lower East
Side.” As GOLES, which was founded in 1977, recounts: “We began
from the simple idea that tenants could organize to exercise their
legal rights, defend their homes, and preserve their neighborhood. It
was also a powerful and expansive idea: people could organize
building to block, from block to neighborhood, and from
neighborhood to city.” This spirit of community identity and “self
help” went much further than housing or other physical spaces in the
city.
In cooperation with Adopt-A-Building eﬀort, the Quality of Life in
Loisaida/Calidad de Vida en Loisaida bilingual newspaper was
founded in 1978 with the tagline, “Your Guide to Better Living in the
Lower East Side.” It combined practical information, especially tips on
budget resourcefulness, with neighborhood updates and events as
well as artwork and culture. Marlis Momber was the oﬃcial
photographer. During this time the NYSTNC people’s housing
network also sponsored 12 “schools for organizers” between
1973-1980 to share and learn from each other. They were building
new social relationships and new forms and understandings of
ownership. As has been noted, “The ultimate goal for many of the
tenant associations in the self-help housing movements was to take
their buildings out of the speculative housing market and own them
collectively and democratically.”
But the struggles in and for the neighborhood were far from over.
The “self-help” and community development movement would face
not only disinvestment and blight but then also speculation and
gentriﬁcation threats, especially on the Lower East Side. The 1980s
saw rampanent changes as the 1984 “There Goes the
Neighborhood" article in New York Magazine highlights. This was a
part of a “second invasion, by speculators, developers, and "urban
pioneers," of well-located neighborhoods housing the poor that
were, until the recent rehabilitation eﬀorts of neighborhood
organizations, unthinkable because of their level of decay.” Squats
faced intense eviction threats and community gardens were lost
throughout the 1980s, 90s and onwards, but the ﬁght for Loisaida
continues.

Loisaida
What we can learn
The history documented in these ﬁlms illustrates the role that tenant
and housing struggles have played in the contemporary city overall
and how these eﬀorts illustrate underlying power dynamics and
systemic root causes of capitalist urban development as well as the
possibilities of alternative urban visions — particularly around the
centrality of land and what ownership means. For all of the great
organizing work and community building of this area, so much of that
was stripped away, extracted and exploited as local residents were
displaced and priced out through increasing prices, speculation and
ongoing cycles of gentriﬁcation. These “alternative” and sometimes
radical practices are now for the most part integrated into the
general functioning of the city. While squatting began informally and
illegally, it also became adopted by the city as a “sweat equity”
program as a strategy of neighborhood preservation (and also the
neoliberal devolution of the city’s responsibility). The gardens were
adopted into the “Operation GreenThumb” program which the city
launched in 1979 to take legal control over the community gardens
and support their maintenance. Similarly early eﬀorts around
recycling and composting, biking and of course the community
murals, also became integrated into larger city programs. Too often
these eﬀorts are overlooked within traditional narratives of
neighborhood development.
By ﬁxing up the neighborhood together and taking over buildings
through “sweat equity” models, they were directly building
alternatives and networks and a larger overall neighborhood
infrastructure that pointed to a diﬀerent value and model of the city.
While it was never fully realized as its own community-based or
community-controlled neighborhood — and has been decimated by
the following decades of gentriﬁcation — it’s an inspiring model of
concerted and sustained activism as well as grassroots urban
planning, spatial strategies and alternative infrastructure building that
has implications and has an ongoing legacy today.

Housing History Film Night: Squatting !
We'll be hosting a screening of some archival footage documenting
housing activism through squatting in Philadelphia in the 1980s and
NYC in the 1970s. Come learn about housing struggles in the 70s
and 80s and the context for various direct action strategies of
housing activism!
FILMS:
●

Squatters: The Other Philadelphia Story (1984), 27 min.
Documents housing activists squatting in Philadelphia in the
1980s
https://archive.org/details/squatterstheotherphiladelphiastory

●

Break and Enter (1971), Third World Newsreel. Documents
"Operation Move-in," in which Puerto Rican and Dominican
families actively reclaimed unused, vacant housing on
Manhattan's Upper West" Side.

Squatting !
ANALYSIS
This ﬁlm night brought together two examples of housing activists
using squatting as a political tool. The Third World Newsreel’s ﬁlm
from 1971, Break and Enter, "captures the militant antecedents to
today's housing reclamation movement in NYC” where primarily
Puerto Rican and Dominican families re-occupied apartments left
vacant by the city." The documentary Squatters: The Other
Philadelphia Story shows housing activists squatting in Philadelphia
in the mid-1980s as connected to the ACORN’s grassroots
organizing. While these cover slightly diﬀerent times and diﬀerent
cities, they both show the economic and social changes happening
in American cities and the ways people were ﬁghting back,
particularly as part of larger racial and economic justice struggles.
They also highlight the use of squatting as both a very practical
solution to provide housing through direct action as well as a tool for
larger strategic campaigns and demands that challenge the idea of
proﬁt and private property over all else and instead oﬀers a
people-ﬁrst model of housing in the city: “This act -- to challenge
society’s denial of a place by taking one of your own -- is an
assertion of being in a world that routinely denies people the dignity
and validity inherent in a home.”
As documented by Break and Enter, New York City in the early 1970s
was facing economic hardships and social unrest as increasing
deindustrialization coincided with previous years of white ﬂight from
the city to the suburbs, new routes of Black migration from the south
and increasing immigration from places like Puerto Rico, and
expanded immigration access to other parts of the world that had
previously barred most immigrants. Because of discrimination and
racism, poor people of color faced some of the worst impacts of the
various aﬀordability crises and housing shortages. This was also at a
time when their neighborhoods were also still being impacted by
urban renewal and the expansion of major institutions. This archival
documentary shows how people — primarily Puerto Rican and
Dominican families — came together to ﬁght back against the city’s
urban renewal plan and to reclaim the often city-owned housing that
was slated for demolition but largely still habitable. Over 300
apartments were taken back (at least temporarily) with overt
demonstrations and occupations. These eﬀorts “gained signiﬁcant
media coverage, giving exposure to critical housing issues such as

Squatting !
urban renewal, property speculation, long-term vacancies and the
need for aﬀordable housing.” It succeeded in delaying institutional
expansion into Morningside Heights and raising the demand for
much needed housing, especially by highlighting the contradictions
and inadequacies of what the city was doing to address the
problems.
On a personal and community level, this ﬁlm shows how “Operation
Move-in” played out socially and spatially and what these direct
actions meant and allowed for. While these struggles were over the
material conditions of housing, they were most fundamentally about
the right to dignity and a place in the city, which are apart of a much
larger intersection and ongoing struggle: “The overlap of housing
with racial and ethnic constituencies makes it diﬃcult to distinguish
between movements to democratize housing and movements for
racial equality. For marginalized groups, the demand for adequate
housing has been part of the fundamental demand for dignity.”
The houses were the site of intervention and literal struggle but the
movement participants clearly understand the “problem” was much
more fundamental and their actions, likewise, were about much more
than housing. The soundtrack, the community member narration and
the mix of direct coverage and montage of the city and everyday life
of the ﬁlm illustrate these broader social, cultural and political
dimensions in the problems that they face and in how they respond:
“By deﬁning the city as a space built by and thus in fundamental
sense for poor people, by asserting that the seizure of abandoned
apartments is a morally justiﬁable and politically legitimate form of
activism...Rompiendo puertas depicts a radical politics of place that
challenges the economic and political forces shaping the postwar
urban city” (as quoted by Young).
These eﬀorts were rooted in collective necessity and shared
struggle, but also opened up transformative possibilities around the
right to housing and more community-based ways of life. Through
collective direct action, these homes were literally reclaimed — with
collective action, music, solidarity and much organizing and
coordinating — and transformed. For the squatters, they “created a
system to pool their money and labor as part of their eﬀort to
renovate their apartments. The ﬁlm also draw attention to the wider
infrastructure and network of cooperative services they created

Squatting !
within the local neighborhood (day cares, communal kitchens,
apartment registries).” This points to the broader potential and
politics of squatting within the history of housing: “...it is equally
responsible for the making of new social forms -- often radical and
militant -- that point to a diﬀerent understanding of the home as a
site of cooperation, emancipation and self-organization.”
Racial Justice and Housing
This squatter movement was also connected to and an outgrowth of
larger social movements for racial and economic justice that
stretched back much earlier. In the late 1920s and 30s, the Harlem
Tenant League fought for tenant rights against evictions and for rent
control and other tactics that improved living conditions, while
recognizing the much larger systems they were up against. As they
wrote, “We feel that the housing struggle is crucial in the ﬁght
against racism and economic oppression” and they adopted a
radical transnational outlook that linked housing insecurity to wider
struggles against “global white supremacy, capitalism and
imperialism.” Led by Black communist named Richard Moore, they
attacked the “capitalist caste system,” which exposed the fact that
because of segregation, black tenants in Harlem were paying 2-3
times the going rents. "The capitalist caste system," Richard Moore
wrote, "which segregates Negro workers into Jim Crow districts
makes these doubly exploited black workers the special prey of rent
gougers. Black and white landlords and real estate agents take
advantage of this segregation to squeeze the last nickel out of the
Negro working class who are penned in the black ghetto."
In the 1960s Jesse Gray famously led rent strikes in Harlem
organized through the Harlem Tenant Council. In these cases the
strikes were particularly emphasizing the substandard living
environments of tenants and connecting these larger struggle of civil
rights and racial justice. This was apart of the larger movement
against segregation and urban renewal as well as the early
foundations of the community development movement that were
starting to emerge as a response. In 1970 the People’s Court
Housing Crimes Trial brought together the Met Council on Housing
with the Black Panther Party, the Young Lords and I Wor Kuen (a
radical Chinese organization) in a 1500 person public event to hear
testimony about the poor housing available to low-income residents
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and to indict the City of New York, as well as to the landlords and
bank of the city. These “radical” groups, especially the Black Panther
Party, built on an ongoing struggle around racial justice and civil
rights organizing that had been going on since much earlier in the
century and showed how issues of housing discrimination and
exploitation were tied to larger systems. The Black Power movement
was built on the foundation of racial self-determination and
community control and so was particularly relevant to issues around
urban space and since these eﬀorts were rooted in predominantly
Black neighborhoods. However as both a racial justice and a
housing movement, these tend to be siloed and the interconnections
of oppression as well as resistance are often overlooked. But, as
Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor recently wrote, “Housing more than any
area shows the abject failure of capitalism to solve the problems of
African Americans. Housing is so foundationally tied to racism in its
conﬂation of race, risk, and property.”
Similarly the documentary about Philadelphia — Squatters: The
Other Philadelphia Story — takes place in the 1980s and dealings
with the hollowing out of the central city and the people that were
left to respond, primarily Black Americans. Exploring the state of
disinvestment and abandonment of Philly’s housing, the
documentary interviews a landlord, city councilmember who is in
support of squatters rights, the Mayor, ACORN and their organizers
and local residents. The ﬁlm follows a young single mother of 3, who
becomes a squatter and activist. It tracks her empowerment and
leadership as well as she voices her problems, researches the
system, asserts her fundamental rights along with many others and
eventually takes over a new home through open and collective
direct action. These practices directly mirror the personal and
political potential of squatting more widely, as identiﬁed by
Vasudevan: “These were people who became squatters in order to
take control of their own lives and respond to basic housing needs,
but who found in this actions new political possibilities for collective
self-empowerment and autonomous political action.”
The focus of the squatting campaigns was both in getting properties
and homes for people who need them in the immediate and also
holding the city accountable for a broader transformation in policy:
“There are 40,000 abandoned houses here. At the same time
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20,000 poor people need housing. Some people have reacted to
this contradiction by breaking into the houses, ﬁxing them up and
living in them illegally. ...publically provoking the city to change its
housing policies.” These squatting eﬀorts also connected to and
were supported by religious institutions and church groups, which
emphasized the moral righteousness and providing for the collective
needs of the community. “The striking point is that political squatting
oﬀers a broader rationale for going beyond material housing need”
and instead puts forward a social and moral need: the right of use
should be prior to the defense of absolute private property. This
demonstrates the dimensions of political squatting — as an urban
and political movement built on grassroots organizing and
connected in some way to a broader, transformative demand or to
illustrate the limitations and contradictions of the forces they’re up
against (as in, showing that there is housing available, etc).
What we can learn
Together these two ﬁlms illustrate some of the economic and social
forces and transformations that were happening in these two cities
and many others across the country. While the narratives of
disinvestment, urban renewal and then the “urban crisis” are fairly
often discussed, these kinds of stories of resistance and resilience
from local communities are often missing. These ﬁlms highlight the
ways that people were ﬁghting back and framing these actions as
part of larger racial and economic justice struggles that points to a
much more intersectional understanding of the right to housing as
directly tied to the right to the city. They also highlight the use of
squatting as both a very practical solution to provide housing
through direct action as well as a tool for larger strategic campaigns
and demands that challenge the deeply rooted racial capitalism of
and within our cities.
In situating these housing struggles within a broader frame of
community control, self determination and racial justice, the ﬁlms and
the eﬀorts they highlight provide an important reference for what
making home in the city really means, especially for people of color,
and what broader and deeply embedded forces are at play that are
openly hostile to that idea. Taking into account this history of the role
of housing as both a tool of oppression and division as well as a site
of collective contestation and struggle within the city,
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provides important context for how we understand housing today
and how critical issues of identity, and especially race, are to any
advancement of justice. Mobilizing from their direct experiences of
exploitation and need, these activists articulated and embodied
practices that challenged the proﬁt and property-based conception
of the city opened up new alternatives and models for putting
people ﬁrst and reclaiming the city as an abundant, collective and
creative project.

Film Night: 1970s Feminist Occupations
Assembling together a variety of short archival ﬁlms under the
theme of "Feminist Occupations," this movie and discussion night
event will highlight the often overlooked history of feminist direct
action and spatial interventions in 1970s NYC and beyond.
FILMS:
●
The Fifth Street Women’s Building Film (1971). 10 min, Jane
Lurie: "Original documentation from the 1971 5th St Women's
Building Takeover, where 200 women occupied an
abandoned building to create a women’s center."
●

Childcare: People's Liberation (1970). 20 min, Third World
Newsreel: "The ﬁlm shows how community run childcare
centers are a step toward liberation, by giving parents and
children a chance to develop relationships with their peers
and new relationships with each other."

●

Crossroads Women’s Centre (London). 25 min. The
multi-racial Crossroads Women’s Centre started as a Wages
for Housework Campaign squat near Euston station in 1975.
This new ﬁlm traces the diﬀerent buildings, memories and
activities of the Centre over 40 years up to its current home
in Kentish Town. http://crossroadswomen.net/watch-our-ﬁlm

It will be followed by the opportunity to informally reﬂect, share and
discuss as a group. The broader aim of this event is to uplift these
histories to facilitate a collective conversation around the
signiﬁcance and strategies of these actions/histories, particularly in
relationship to thinking through and advancing a broader feminist
urban politics.

More about Feminist Occupations
Pointing to a feminist urban / spatial politics that confronts, contests
and redeﬁnes the boundaries around women’s activism, work/labor,
and space (thus the multiple meaning of “occupation”), these
archival ﬁlms provide a glimpse into how women were bringing
“women’s issues” into the public sphere and actively claiming space,
collectively meeting their needs and organizing to have their voices
heard and demands met, and radicalizing (/collectivizing) the
“personal” and aspects of everyday life.
This activism provides an important lens to think about the
intersections of space, labor and everyday life, particularly through a
feminist perspective. These forms and examples highlight the
intersections of issues and how women were creatively mobilizing
and confronting these particularly oppressions and contradictions
around “women’s work/space/needs” while also opening up new
possibilities, imaginaries and alternatives using (and embodying)
spatial strategies and practices.
See ongoing research project:
https://feministoccupations.tumblr.com /

Feminist Occupations
ANALYSIS
Assembling together a variety of short archival ﬁlms under the theme
of "Feminist Occupations," this movie and discussion night event
highlighted the often overlooked history of feminist direct action and
spatial interventions in 1970s NYC and beyond. While the direct
focus of this was less about housing, these struggles very much
connected to ideas of the home. In particular these ﬁlms showed
how these activists, organizers and protestors were pushing back on
the conﬁnes of “the home” and what that meant — politicizing the
issues of care and social reproduction more broadly and actively
breaking down the boundaries around women’s work and women’s
place, to have their needs taken care of and represented in the
public sphere and public consciousness.
We screened 3 short ﬁlms documenting a building takeover in 1970,
where 200 women occupied an abandoned building to create a
short-lived women’s center in NYC, a community-created and
collectively run childcare launched in an empty storefront, and the
40+ years of a Women’s Centre in London that emerged from a
Wages for Housework campaign and squat. I also shared a
powerpoint presentation that gave some context and history to
these ﬁlms. The aim of this assortment of ﬁlm archives was to show
the often overlooked “direct action” history of the women’s
movement within the city and around the built environment,
speciﬁcally related to issues of the home and social reproduction.
While none of these eﬀorts were directly about housing, per se,
these ﬁlms and the organizing behind them, provide an important
lens to see how these issues were playing out and being addressed
(or not). It was also part of an aim to include examples of collective
direct action that explicitly politicized social reproduction and
contested the boundaries often assigned to the home. These ﬁlms
demonstrate how, through collective direct action, the personal is
political and how the “domestic” environment could be reimagined
as a site of community and empowerment. Considering the long and
often overlooked history and context of women in housing struggles
(as Lawson notes, “the dominance of women in the movement
partially accounts for it’s previous “invisibility”), this ﬁlm night was an
opportunity to explicitly highlight and elevate these intersections and
propose a way of formulating them within a framework of a feminist
urban practice and politics of inhabiting the city.

Feminist Occupations
As the authors of In Defense of Housing note: “The traditional
privileging of industrial over residential politics provides a limited
basis for understanding housing, much less changing it. It is part of a
way of conceiving of politics that sidelines “private” struggles within
the home and eﬀectively normalizes the subjugation of women. It
misunderstands housing as merely a site of consumption, not one of
production and social reproduction.” In turn, feminist have long
pushed back against the conﬁnes and narrow constrictions of
“domesticity” and expanded issues of the “home” into the broader
city. These archival ﬁlms provide a glimpse into how women were
bringing “women’s issues” into the public sphere and actively
claiming space, collectively meeting their needs and organizing to
have their voices heard and demands met, and radicalizing
(/collectivizing) the “personal” and aspects of everyday life. They also
build on a long tradition of women’s labor and organizing within the
city.
Background: Women, Housing and the City
While these ﬁlms focus on a particular context of the early 1970s, it is
also important to note that there is a precedent of women in the
housing movement beginning much earlier. In particular, there is an
important history of the strategic connections that women were
making between the housing, the built environment and their own
liberation. As Dolores Hayden writes about in her book The Grand
Domestic Revolution, “material feminists” in the late 19th century
were already reimagining and reorganizing the home. As she writes,
“In pursuit of economic independence and social equity” they were
advocating for socialized housework and childcare and other
community services as well as even designing physical space to
create cooperatives, kitchenless houses, public kitchens and
daycare centers.” The Settlement House movement, which was in
many cases also led by progressive women reformers, shared much
of a similar political framework and advocated for a social
responsibility for many of the then considered “domestic” concerns
of social reproduction. These eﬀorts drew on the ideological
associations of women, home and motherhood to make a claim for
the “municipal housekeeping” of the city and ultimately modeled
their own form and practices of “making home” in the city. “By
arguing that the city was an extension of the home, and drawing
upon their maternal subjectivities, women legitimated their presence
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as activists and agents of change in the public sphere.” In their
model, the Settlement house itself was also a core and sometimes
radical component as it became an experiment in independent and
cooperative living for many women as well as a center of organizing,
discussions and politics. It brought together ordinary aspects of
everyday life — like eating meals together, activities, etc — with
important meetings and well known speakers who would also come
and visit or give lectures.
Their work addressed issues of the “home” at the scale of the
neighborhood and beyond as they took up research on sanitation
concerns, provided daycare and education, and opened some of the
ﬁrst public baths, playgrounds and even theaters while also, in the
case of Jane Addams at Hull House in particular, leading legislative
reform eﬀorts that led to the ﬁrst Juvenile court, passed child labor
laws, and much more. Beyond their living and daily work in the
everyday life of neighborhoods, this also engaged literal dimensions
of housing as well. In NYC in particular, the Settlement Houses
recognized the central role that decent quality housing and
community spaces played and worked towards tenement housing
reform as well as later public housing eﬀorts: “From their point of
view, the improvement of housing was not an end in itself, but only
part of the larger movement to reconstruct neighborhoods and
improve the total environment of the city.” While this work was
primarily led by white and middle or upper class women and took
less of a “direct action” approach, its an early and often overlooked
example of a particular embedded dimension of a feminist politics
and practice that operates across these divides around the personal
and the public, the home and the city, and politicized and
collectivized “domestic” issues.
Meanwhile, similar connections were being made through the lived
experiences and lives of Jewish immigrant women on the Lower East
Side, who were apart of the consumer movement and tenant
movements of the early 20th century, which recognized and
connected the idea of these labor struggles to those of the home
and neighborhood. The Jewish Daily Forward noted the women’s
involvement: “Through their strength, even the blackest strike was
won and without their remarkable activities, the strike would not
have been possible." They demonstrated the importance of
collective action and solidarity and the potential of organizing at a
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neighborhood scale and across dimensions of worker / homemaker
and home / city / factory divides. As Ronald Lawson notes: "These
women, leaders and followers alike, helped establish a tradition of
protest and activism, of organization and policy-making, which is
unlikely to leave tenants unorganized again."
The Women’s Movement:
In the 1960s and 70s, direct action and protest became an important
way of asserting identity and collective needs, from the civil rights
movement to the women’s movement. As was their rallying cry, “the
personal is political” which overlapped with a lot of diﬀerent issues.
However there was a strand that brought together economic justice,
labor and material conditions together through a feminist lens, which
focused particularly on issues of women’s labor and women’s place.
They brought the struggle of “making home” out into the city and
opened up new possibilities for collective action — building
alternative conceptions and realities of what this could mean and
look like and intentionally using the built environment and spatial
strategies to shape new possibilities.
In the social and economic context of the late 1960s and early 1970s,
women’s work and labor was a big topic of discussion. While this
period is often associated with women entering the (waged) labor
force and “breaking in” to new industries, there were also activists,
organizers and everyday people who were ﬁghting for the
recognition of the value and price of household labor and the
unpaid, undervalued and often “unseen” caring work that makes all
other work possible. Though too often overlooked, Black women
were at the forefront of this movement for broader welfare rights and
the demand for a guaranteed annual income. They also used direct
action and occupations in their organizing strategies: “Agitating for
the rights of welfare recipients and for a guaranteed annual income,
activists from the National Welfare Rights Organization turned to
sit-ins and oﬃce takeovers when less abrasive lobbying tactics came
up short.” They also advanced a truly intersectional feminist
perspective. Johnnie Tillmon, the leader of the National Welfare
Rights Organization, wrote an article in 1971 titled “Welfare is a
Women’s Issue, in which she wrote: “The ladies of N.W.R.O. are the
front-line troops of women's freedom. Both because we have so few
illusions and because our issues are so important to all women —
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the right to a living wage for women's work, the right to life itself.”
This organizing and activism highlights how issues of social
reproduction were politicized and the potential of truly intersectional
feminism that centered the most fundamental issues of labor, care
and the practices of sustaining life.
With a similar focus, the Wages for Housework campaign also was
active at this time and took an even broader and perhaps more
radical demand to conceptions of women’s labor and the home. In
their activism, they sought to denaturalize all of it, especially the idea
of the “labor of love.” While they were primarily focused on the labor
of the home, they also explicitly connected this to housing issues.
One of their campaign ﬂyers lays out the rationale and demand:
“A woman’s home is not her castle. It is her workplace,
but a workplace we pay rent for! Wages for housework
from the government for ALL women to gain:
Space of our own
Good housing conditions
Houses where we refuse to work for nothing
Houses where we refuse to work so much”
Their materials as well often includes graphics that combine women
and the city, making the connections between the labor of care and
social reproduction and its fundamental role that it plays in and for
the city and the economy more broadly, countering the almost
ingrained assumption that it is somehow separate.
One of the ways that women were dealing with these conditions was
also to band together to create collective alternatives. In the ﬁlm on
Childcare, it documents the struggles of housewives and working
women as they face the individualized burden, constant work and
isolation of raising children through a series of interviews and
footage of children with their mothers around the city. By coming
together and taking over a storefront and sharing the labor through a
childcare collective along with the men, they demonstrate the
transformation that can take place through new social and spatial
relationships. It’s a really inspiring example as they talk about the
personal and collective changes and opportunities both for the
children and the parents. By creating a space and set of practices
together, it opened up new avenues of cooperation, shared
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resources and knowledge exchange.
The archival ﬁlm from the Women’s Building Takeover perhaps best
encapsulates the spirit of the “direct action” radical feminist activism
of the time, perhaps especially because it was led primarily by
Lesbians, who were often pushing the most radical agenda. It’s an
encapsulation of the “personal is political” mantra. It combines video
montage footage of women going about the city and “personal” and
somewhat experimental ﬁrst person perspectives — for example,
including chanting of “our hands, our feet, our minds, our bodies are
tools for change”-- as well as broader narration as they take turns
recount breaking into the city-owner abandoned building and
“reclaiming it for women” as a women’s building. This was both
explicitly a feminist statement as well as a spatial intervention. The
occupied building itself is featured prominently with a hanging
banner that reads: Women! This Building is Yours.” It was about
consciousness raising and empowerment. They situated themselves
in relationship to the Women’s Movement as well as the housing
movement of the time: “With this action the women’s movement joins
in solidarity with our sisters who are squatting throughout the city in
their attempts to get decent housing.”
While only occupied for 12 days, they recount their activities and
organization as they started up cleaning and repairing the building
as well aimed to organize healthcare, childcare, a food coop, a
Lesbian center, a Feminist School and several arts workshops. As
they say, “we had taken over the building for ourselves and our
sisters because as women we are determined to take control over
our own lives.” Fixing up the building then became a “feminist
school,” a way of learning and sharing collectively as well as building
self-suﬃciency and independence. “So many of our needs haven’t
been met but when women get together and work in sisterhood to
help themselves and each other, that’s revolution!” The
transformative aspects of the project that they recount illustrate how
they explicitly centered and politicized “women’s needs” and
collectivized “domestic” labor as well as very intentionally and
strategically saw the power of the built environment to shape
alternative worlds and futures, which they strove to do in a
preﬁgurative and performative, yet also very real, way.
This reﬂects aspects of the broader political dimensions of squatting
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that other scholars and researchers have documented. Writing about
squatting in Berlin, Vasudevan writes: “To live their lives in ‘in ways
otherwise not possible,’ squatters actively sought to create spaces
that preﬁgured how one might come to know and live the city
diﬀerently. Squatters thus responses to normative assumptions
about living and the “home” through the questioning of its more
basic spatialities. ‘We didn’t just occupy buildings,’ they argued, ‘we
occupied the substance of buildings.’” In this sense, the action of
appropriating and squatting a building reﬂects not only the direct
material dimensions of reclaiming space, but a more transformative
shift in the conception of these spaces more broadly — particularly
as these squatted buildings could serve as “emancipatory sites that
would come to challenge traditional identities and intimacies.”
Vasudevan elaborates that these practices were “often predicated
on queering the home as a site of domesticity and social
reproduction and where the everyday micro-politics of making a
“home” countered not only traditional performances of
housekeeping and kinship but also unsettled conventional
distinctions between publicity and privacy and, in doing so, proﬀered
radically new orientations for shared living.”
The squatting that was taking place at the same time that’s
documented through the “Break and Enter” ﬁlm (which was
screened on a diﬀerent day), also makes many of these same points
— though often overlooked as explicitly “feminist” as they represent
women of color and are responding to multiple intersecting
oppressions that the women’s movement didn’t always reocgnize or
center. In that ﬁlm the personal narration recounts the displacement
and dispossession of poor people as they are forced out of their
homes to make room for urban renewal projects: “Wherever the city
starts urban renewal projects, they remove working people and poor
people from their homes and replaces them with rich people and big
businesses” even as “those buildings were promised us, for poor
people.” Led primarily by women, particularly Puertican Rican and
Dominican families, they point out how there is no good housing
available, especially for women and children: “Some landlords, the
ﬁrst thing they ask you is do you have children? Do you live on
welfare? And as soon as you mention those two things they say no
or they set the price too high so you can’t aﬀord it since the welfare
won’t pay for it.” The city housing projects, on the other hand, were
so in demand that the waitlist would be 67 years. Yet it is their labor
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— including explicitly the labor of social reproduction — that makes
the city run. As the ﬁlm includes a montage of city workers —
primarily women of color — across various jobs and in the city as well
as in the home:

For me, this is an important aspect of a material feminist politics that
situates labor in relation to the city, connecting and politicizing work
done in the home and in the factory and diner, and illustrating this as
the fundamental embodied component of the place of the city. The
city is personal and political. While the ﬁlm shows the particularly
oppressive situation faced by women, it also includes the more
transformative potential of squatting in changing social relations and
the home itself. As a collective protest and act, squatters pooled
their money and labor to take over and renovate these apartments
and in the process also built “a wider infrastructure and network of
cooperative services” that included the work of social reproduction
such as daycares, communal kitchens and apartment registries.”
The women’s center in the UK, as shared through the third ﬁlm,
emerged in part out of a Wages for Housework campaign and also
involved squatting a building. Using recent interviews from
participants it recounts their memories and the history of the various
buildings and campaigns up until the present, since it’s still ongoing.
Similar perspectives on the empowerment and transformative
potential of direct action and occupations are discussed as well as
how they were taking on women’s labor issues that sometimes were
taboo like sex work. It also highlights how personal and
intersectional these movements were as they engaged practices of
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everyday life as well as structural forces and dominant culture
change. In London, this was apart of a larger movement of squatting,
which also directly connected to the Women’s Movement. “For
women, it enabled radical experiments in collective living and shared
childcare and for some feminists, active in the women’s liberation
movement, it provided the framework for an extensive network of
women-only housing, together with social and political spaces…This
was important to wider feminist politics in London, and also
demonstrated the potential and signiﬁcance of women taking control
over their immediate built environment.”
While not necessarily documented on ﬁlm, archival records also
point to an overlooked history of woman-organized housing and the
topic of women and housing more broadly that emerged through the
direct action and activism of the women’s movement but continued
around the everyday lives and concerns of women — particularly
with the changing economic, social and political conditions of the
1970s and into the 1980s. This included outgrowths of the women’s
group and self help format, like the “Sisterhood of Black Single
Mothers” in Brooklyn, which eventually opened their own shared
housing, to the creation of the “Sisters Liberated Houses” as an
experiment in women-only group living (at 745 S Oxford in 1972) to
eﬀorts to build a women’s housing collective to takeover city-owned
abandoned buildings. Six Puerto Rican women on the Lower East
Side formed the “Ahona” group — a Taino Indian word meaning
“women of the working class” — to rehabilitate one of these
abandoned buildings “with a commitment to community,
homesteading and each other.” “Besides creating a home for
themselves and their families, Ahona stands as an example of what
women can do when they put their minds and muscles to it.” The
1985 City Limits magazine was devoted entirely to housing as a
women’s issues: “The articles contained within present the painful
reality of women’s housing crisis on the one hand and some of the
inspiring ways they are organizing, networking and agitating to take
control of their lives and build homes on the other hand....City Limits
salutes the home makers.”
This was relatedly seen as increasingly as an issue from women
entering and often negotiating the built environment professions.
Building on feminist architecture school and practices in the 1970s,
more feminist writing and theorizing emerged. This included the UK
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feminist architectural practice group, Matrix Design Cooperative in
the UK, Dolores Hayden’s What Would a Non-Sexist City Be Like and
an issue in the feminist magazine Heresies’ on “Making Room:
Women and Architecture” all from 1980, which directly took on
feminist issues of place, labor, and the built environment. In 1976 the
“Women and Environments” launched as a newsletter and then
feminist magazine to examine women's multiple relations to their
environments - natural, built and social - from feminist and anti-racist
perspectives.
What we can learn
From my research, it seems like these connections between feminst
activism, direct action and the built environment and/or spatial
practices aren’t often explicitly made, but these ﬁlms and the
activism that the document are demonstrations of how intersectional
these movements were across issues and across scales, dealing
with intimate, personal, everyday experiences and larger systematic
structures and oppressions. Because of the often marginalized
position that these women were working from, their activism
provides an important lens to think about the intersections of space,
labor and everyday life, particularly through a feminist perspective.
These forms and examples highlight the intersections of issues and
how women were creatively mobilizing and confronting these
particularly oppressions and contradictions around “women’s
work/space/needs” while also opening up new possibilities,
imaginaries and alternatives using (and embodying) spatial strategies
and practices.

Film Night: At Home in Utopia
Union-built Co-op Housing in the Early
20th Century
We'll be hosting a documentary screening of the ﬁlm At Home in
Utopia, which tells the story of the union-built cooperative houses in
the Bronx in the 1920s and "bears witness to an epic social
experiment, following two generations of residents and their
commitment to radical ideas of racial equality and rights for tenants
and workers."
FILM:
●
At Home in Utopia (2009), 57 minutes. Documents the story
of three decades, two generations, and one cooperative
apartment house built in the 1920s by immigrants, factory
workers and Communists.
http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/athomeinutopia/ﬁlm.ht
ml

For more info on rad union/coop housing eﬀorts:
●
●
●
●

The United Workers Cooperative Colony (aka the "Coops"):
http://s-media.nyc.gov/agencies/lpc/lp/1795.pdf
Bread + Butter Socialism: A History of Finnish-American
Co-ops (Open City Mag, 2014)
How Unions Can Solve the Housing Crisis (In These Times,
2018)
Radical Co-ops in the Roaring 20s (City Limits, 2004)
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ANALYSIS
Based on narrative of people reﬂecting back on their experiences
growing up, this documentary — At Home in Utopia — tells the story
of the development and history of the “Coops,” a radical nonproﬁt
cooperative housing project built in 1925 by Jewish immigrant, and
predominantly communist garment workers as part of the United
Workers' Association and the radical labor movement. Home to over
700 families and a total of around 2000 people, it was a pioneering
eﬀort to not only provide stable, aﬀordable and high quality housing
to working people — which was almost unheard of at this time — but,
as I interpret, also a part of a larger struggle and political vision for a
new model of the “American Dream.” They were immigrants, working
hard and buying a home, but this eﬀort was founded on key
underlying diﬀerences: not an individual house to maximize personal
beneﬁt, but a cooperative housing community with members having
an equal voice in management as “home-seekers, not
proﬁt-seekers.” This was part of a larger mission to build power and
demonstrate self suﬃciency and solidarity beyond — and as an
alternative to — capitalism.
As the narrator of the documentary states, “At Home in Utopia
begins with a question: Who would build a house to change the
world?” For these workers with a vision beyond capitalism, “making
home” meant pooling resources cooperatively and escaping from
the overcrowded exploitative tenement houses of the Lower East
Side and anti-semitism of the time to get to the “green” open air
“utopia” of the Bronx. This was a project based on a shared struggle,
culture and political vision — something meeting their own needs
and providing community protection but also as a tool for broader
change.
At the same time, they were operating within larger systems of
capitalism and economic realities that they ultimately couldn’t
overcome. Though the housing itself still stands today, “the Coops”
was sold to a private owner in 1943 after residents refused to raise
their own rents (or evict anyone from the building) and defaulted on
their mortgage, though this needs to be contextualized within their
particular historical and political context. Yet, even as it was relatively
short-lived, their example provides key insights into these often
overlooked struggles and personal histories of this time as well as
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inspiration for alternative models and visions of housing, society,
identity and the American Dream.
As one strand of a larger movement, the story of the Coops shows
the intersections of immigrant labor and union organizing, radical
politics, and racial and economic justice within a broader
international context. As committed communists, they wanted to
model a better life — living their values, culture and politics — and to
ﬁght for international workers rights and racial justice. The Coops
became a “home base” for political education, organizing and
activism. With direct experience of antisemitism it was an important
part of their vision of home to ﬁght against segregation and racism
and in the 1930s they became one of the ﬁrst racially integrated
apartment complexes in the city. It’s also an example of housing
being mobilized as an intentional strategy and part of this larger
political project that encompasses an explicitly political agenda, but
also is fundamentally social, cultural and about everyday life. This
documentary reﬂects on this “...social experiment, following two
generations of residents and their commitment to radical ideas of
racial equality and rights for tenants and workers.”
The Coops
Built next to the Bronx Park once the subway extension opened up
new tracts of cheap, available land, these cooperative apartment
buildings embodied the principles of green space, light and air —
which was the opposite of where many of these working class
Jewish garment workers were coming from. These were primarily
Eastern European immigrants whose experience was in the
tenements on the LES, Harlem or Brooklyn. These new apartment
buildings were much higher quality and featured amenities that were
almost unheard of for working class people. They were designed
with green open areas and other things “for rich people.” More than
the physical design, though, was the cooperative ownership: “Here
they felt like they were the owners of the apartments and of their
fate.”
They were not the ﬁrst to do this new form of building. In 1916, a
group of Finnish immigrants in Brooklyn, also inspired by Leftist
politics of cooperation, pooled their resources to build the ﬁrst
not-for-proﬁt cooperative apartment building — where ownership
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would be shared equally among all the residents — they named the
Alku, meaning New Beginnings. Within the next decade they would
built almost 30 Finnish-owned co-op buildings in Sunset Park, with
maintenance costs that were less than half of the rent of apartments
in privately owned buildings and included amenities and standards
of living that were unparalleled in the tenements. From this base,
they also organized their own cooperative businesses that included
bakeries, restaurants and a whole cooperative economy.
Similarly, the Coops was about much more about just housing — it
was about a shared way of life. I think it’s especially interesting to
see the role that housing and the built environment played as a
strategic tool as part of this larger political vision and lifestyle. This
was also about more than just housing. Their politics was situated
and reﬂected in their everyday lives from childcare to political
education and social events and even the architecture of the
buildings, which were designed around shared courtyards and
incorporated the hammer and sickle on the doorway exterior. The
Coops included communal spaces as well as, at one point, their own
restaurant, gym, youth clubs, and cooperative grocery store. These
sites were directly connected to social and political programming:
the after schools taught Yiddish, the basements were communal
spaces with reading and meeting rooms and there were debates and
events: “More than just a place to live, the United Workers
Cooperative Colony was a community of like-minded people who
organized a complex social network with a variety of activities that
furthered the members' ideological aims.” They provided eviction
defense to their neighbors and would show up at protests. This
included ﬁghting anti-semitism as well as anti-racism, including
making an intentional eﬀort to de-segregate and become one of the
ﬁrst racially integrated apartment buildings.
This in turn was connected to their ideology and activism as well as
identity. As one of the narrators reﬂects, “the main force at the
Coops was politics” and they saw themselves as “citizens of the
world.” As May 1st was international workers day, the children would
take oﬀ school and go on the subway, sing songs and march in the
parade with thousands of other people and all of the other unions.
This was connected to their sense of American identity: “We knew
our history. When people would say that’s a Russian holiday, we
would correct them and say no, this is the most American holiday
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there is. It started in Chicago in 1886 and it was a result of the
Haymarket strike.”
This also tied to other radical and political organizing eﬀorts of the
time, as tenant activists also linked the increasingly widespread rent
strikes to broader demands for collective acton, grassroots
democracy and Americanism: “Call it Bolshevism or anarchisim,”
cried Socialist Alderman B. C. Vladek, “but I call it one of the tenets
of real Americanism, when the people of the city get together to
better their condition. Organize and instead of the politicians leading
you they will follow you.”
The bigger story
This story of the Coops is important to place and contextualize within
a larger tradition and struggle around worker and tenant rights in the
city, especially for Jewish immigrants at the turn of the century. The
early 20th century saw the rise of radical tenant organizing and
increasingly the tactic of the rent strike. This was both out of
necessity — since they couldn’t aﬀord the rent increases — but also,
as Ronald Lawsons sums up in the ﬁrst chapter of The Tenant
Movement in New York City, “....against the tenuousness of their
status as tenants. The most recent rent hike was, to them, not only a
ﬁnancial aﬀront but also a psychological one, indicating that when it
came to housing, the "landlord was czar."
While this understanding of the housing crisis went deeper and got
to underlying dynamics, so too was the growing response to it,
particularly as the Socialist party became increasingly involved in the
organizing strategy. These eﬀorts overlapped and drew from
workplace and trade union organizing as well as the consumer
movement. As self proclaimed “strikers” and organizing buildings as
“tenant unions” as well as advancing the idea of the “rent strike”
overall, they used the political vocabulary and tactics of the growing
labor movement that many workers were also involved with, in these
housing protests. Newspaper articles from this time also document
the political organizing work that brought together unions, political
parties and other institutional resources and connections to apply
political pressure to the rent strikes. A meeting held in 1920 brought
together over 600 people “representing 324 Jewsh trades unions,
consumers’ societies, tenants organizations, fraternal orders and
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congregations, said to represent 800,000 individuals.” The headline
of the NYT article about the meeting declared “organize revolt
against high rents - hundreds of delegates, in mass meeting, form
league for direct action.” Centered around this call for collective,
direct action, this meeting was about organizing to scale from
houses up to whole neighborhoods and sections of the city, since
“the city could not aﬀord to hire enough marshalls to make the
wholesale evictions such a movement would call for.” As these
eﬀorts were associated with a more explicitly political and radical
organizing, they also faced more pushback from landlords and
thousands were evicted. Tenant organizing was increasingly seen as
radical, threatening and dangerous — especially because of its links
to the Socialist Party.
During the Depression, it was largely the Communist Party that
organized the “housing movement” response, largely through
unemployment councils and eviction defense. In the early 1930s the
Coops also were active in this struggle in the Bronx. Responding to
an eviction following a rent strike of a building nearby, a huge crowd
of resistors in a “rent riot” of thousands of people was mobilized,
ultimately threatening the police and leading to concessions of rent
reduction for the residents who were also able to stay in their home.
While the realities of the Depression often made this organizing a
matter of necessity and survival, the larger movement was about
more than just pressuring landlords to allow people to stay in their
homes: “For rent strike organizers and sympathizers, and for
landlords and city oﬃcials, the issues the strike evoked transcended
housing and were not readily conducive to “rational” negotiation. For
communists, rent strikes represented a way of arousing popular
militancy and of recruiting people into the unemployed movement
and the Communist Party.” Continuing the rhetoric and narrative from
previous decades, rent strikes were seen as a tool for larger
transformation and directly connected to the union and worker
movement. As the Daily Worker wrote at this time, “Go this morning
to the nearest picket line and put up a united front, mass struggle
against the greedy landlords of New York.” Worker rights and
housing rights were directly connected and ﬁghting against the same
forces, whether they took the form of the boss or the landlord.
The landlords also recognized the threat of this growing resistance
and responded aggressively to the “rent revolt” — fearing “that the
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communal pressures at the strikers’ disposal would make it
impossible to collect rent in large sections of the Bronx and thereby
undermine the political and legal climate necessary to proﬁtably
operate rental property.”16 Because of this, Bronx landlords banded
together and formed their own rent strike committees that provided
funding and legal support for “any landlord facing a Communist-led
rent strike.” As the Depression intensiﬁed, the pressure shifted to the
government to provide relief money for unemployed tenants, which
lessened the rent strikes.
It was also in this decade that the Coops itself faced economic
hardships and was struggling to pay back the $2 million mortgage.
While deeply contentious, they refused to evict any of their members
and were faced with the need for each resident to pay an extra $1
per room in order to maintain ownership, which they determined not
to do. While on the surface this can seem naive and even irrational,
within the larger context of the time I think it makes more sense. As
they were apart of these larger tenant struggles they recognized that
by paying more they were setting a precedent against that of their
larger vision and political project. While I couldn’t ﬁnd much
information about this, it seems like they were able to resist a real
eviction and more or less continued their same operations though
there were other social, economic and political dimensions, including
the younger generation moving away, that led them to wind down
their more radical organizing.
What we can learn
While many cooperative housing eﬀorts, including the Coops, faced
economic hardship after the war and ultimately defaulted, the
union-led movement for cooperative housing continued up to 1965
and the development of Co-op City, which contained a record 15,382
units. In total approximately 40,000 units were built in NYC and many
of these are still around today. While the legacy of these projects can
still be seen all around us in the city, it’s radical political roots are
often forgotten or overlooked and the broader cooperative
economic dimensions and components of a communal life and
culture are largely lost to a previous era. Yet, it’s a lasting reminder of
the power of cooperative mobilizations and a committed vision of
social change and the strategic role that the built environment and a
“homebase” can play in larger social movements. It also serves as an
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important testament to the deep roots and overlaps between tenant
and workers rights and the labor and housing movements, especially
in New York City.

CONCLUSION
What stands out about the history of housing and housing activism in
NYC is both it’s continuity — ongoing and recurring demands, tactics,
etc — as well as the dramatic changes that have taken place over
the last century. Our housing landscape looks dramatically diﬀerent
than previous decades, yet the underlying forces, impacts and
struggles are ongoing.
Housing has always been a central issue in the city, perhaps here
more than anywhere else in the country. As a center of immigration,
labor organizing and working class power as well as an elite class, it
has been a site of struggle for generations and an often polarized
environment with deep inequalities. As Ronald Lawson summarizes,
“Tenant interests have usually been expressed defensively — against
sharp rent increases, the removal of services, the decay of housing
and various forms of displacement…” But they have also made more
assertive demands: “limiting rent increases through rent regulation
or the gaining control of housing.” Waves of organizing and impacts
related to larger economic and social forces — as well as
concessions and reforms along the way — have both fueled the
movement and weakened it.
Particularly when housing is such a key site of struggle in the city
today, I think it’s important to situate current ﬁghts within their full
scope and meaning. This history is grounding and illustrates
underlying dynamics and forces that are continuously at play even if
they take diﬀerent forms and exert diﬀerent pressures at diﬀerent
points over the years. It is also valuable in that it provides context to
denaturalize conditions that feel so deeply ingrained, like rent and
private property. As Alex Vasudevan writes: “For the oppressed, the
history of housing is a history of insecurity and inequality. But it is
also a history of resistance and possibility.”
As a universal need and a tool of oppression as well as
transformation (and liberatory potential), housing struggles illuminate
key, often overlooked, intersections within and across various issues
and social movements: from the Socialist-led rent strikes and
Communist eviction defense in the early part of the century, to
union-built aﬀordable cooperative housing that still exist today, to

urban renewal resistance and housing occupations staking a claim to
a working class city, to fair housing and civil rights organizing, to
women’s rights and other broader political projects.
As an arena that bridges the intimate — the immediate personal
threats and insecurities — as well as the systemic, housing struggles
represent, incorporate, mobilize unique spatial implications and
connections to social movements. By analyzing these through the
lens of “direct action” we can see the possibilities for transforming
social relationships and power dynamics both within, across and for
our homes. Too often when considering the “personal” it becomes
depoliticized to mean individual, but the real transformative aspect of
this focus is the potential to embody and span across scales, to
signify the relationship between the self and structural forces an
oppression. This is reﬂected in the “direct action” eﬀorts of tenant
activists — reﬂecting material as well as social and psychological
transformative changes.
The practices and examples of housing activism “show that
contesting residential oppression is a way to ﬁght for political and
social change more broadly. Far from proposing isolated solutions to
the housing problem, they aim at politicizing housing and excavating
its relationships to deeper social crises.” Housing struggles have
potential for radical transformation because housing is situated
across and between key intersection of scales — connecting
everyday struggles to citywide surges of resistance and horizons of
transformation. This activates intersections with other social
movements and engages ﬁghting larger structural and societal
systems. The history of tenant activism in NYC illustrates these
powerful intersections and potentialities. Understanding these
intersections is essential for understanding the past and potential of
the movement for housing justice in NYC and beyond.

